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Abstract—Automatic discovery of keywords for lecture video
segments is an important component of advanced navigation
systems for lecture videos. The suitability of a word or a short
phrase to be a keyword depends on various factors, including
the frequency in a segment, relative frequency in reference to
the full video, font size, time on screen, and the existence in
domain and language dictionaries. The research presented in this
paper provides a refined understanding of how various factors
contribute to predicting keywords based on logistic regression
analysis. The analysis employs a real-world dataset consisting of
lecture videos from Biology, Computer Science, and Chemistry,
hosted on Videopoints, a lecture video management portal.
Term frequency, maximum font size, and presence in a domain
dictionary were identified as the most important predictors of
keywords. The results provide a scientific foundation and valuable
insights into the design of future keyword prediction systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lecture videos are widely employed as the core medium

for online learning, and as a supplementary tool for traditional

face-to-face learning. Students value videos for allowing them

to review at their own pace and studies report a positive impact

on grades and overall course satisfaction [1], [2].

Quickly navigating to the content of interest can be chal-

lenging with the lecture video format. An innovative approach

to improving navigation is to automatically divide the lecture

video into semantically cohesive segments, and then automati-

cally generate keywords (or tags) and visual summaries for the

segments. This approach has been implemented in Videopoints

[2]–[6], a lecture video player developed to support research

in lecture video content retrieval. Content-based indexing and

summarization in Videopoints is illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Videopoints player showing topical indexing, key-

words, and visual summaries

Keywords extracted from lecture video segments can pro-

vide an overview of the content discussed in each segment and

improve navigation. The central goal of the research presented

in this paper is to develop a foundation for automatically

generating keywords for a lecture video segment based on

the screen text in the lecture video. Traditional approaches

to keyword selection for text documents are generally not

suitable due to the unique nature of text in lecture videos;

text is unstructured, contains variable size and style fonts, is

displayed for varying duration, has terms with meaning only

in a local context, and typographical errors are common.

This work contrasts with recent work on keyword selection

in lecture videos based on analyzing transcripts [7], [8]. Screen

text is typically based on the instructor’s viewgraphs, and

hence, is well prepared and focused. Transcripts, on the other

hand, are based on improvised speech and not as focused, but

the amount of text is plentiful. Related work on lecture video

indexing indicates that screen text is likely to lead to greater

accuracy than speech transcripts [3].

Automatic generation of keywords by heuristically com-

bining screen text features on lecture videos was presented

in [9]. The features considered include term frequency, TF-

IDF (product of term frequency and inverse document fre-

quency), font size, time on screen, and presence in domain

and English dictionaries. This paper systematically explores

the relationship between these features of lecture video screen

text and the keywords for that lecture video segment. Ground

truth keywords from a set of STEM lecture videos used in [9]

were also employed in this analysis. The toolset employed is

based on logistic regression analysis which is known to be an

effective approach to modeling such scenarios [10].

The steps involved in identifying the factors that influence

keyword selection are as follows. Text is extracted from lecture

video frames with OCR (Optical Character Recognition) tools.

It is then pre-processed by removing irrelevant background

text, error correction, stop word removal, and stemming.

Next, all potential keywords are identified. Finally, logistic

regression analysis is applied to this data set to identify the

relationships between input variables and the ground truth

keywords.

The scientific contribution of this paper is to determine the

extent to which screen text may be a predictor of keywords

in a lecture video segment and quantify the importance of

different properties of screen text in keyword prediction.
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II. RELATED WORK

Video is widely and increasingly used in higher education.

Popular commercial lecture video hosting platforms include

Echo360 [11], Kaltura [12], and Panopto [13]. Opencast

[14] is a community-driven open source software project

for producing, managing, and distributing academic video.

Keyword search is supported by several lecture video players,

with some also supporting semantic search [15], [16]. The

concept of content overviews of lecture videos is introduced

in virtPresenter [17].

Movie style video summarization is a long-studied problem

in multimedia content analysis but not directly relevant to

lecture videos. In recent years, a body of research has been

developed to analyze lecture videos visually [5], [18]–[21].

The focus of this paper is on textual summarization.

Several projects have addressed the extraction of keywords

from long text documents such as news articles using sta-

tistical, machine learning, and graph-based approaches [22]–

[29]. The most commonly used statistical measure to ex-

tract significant words in an unsupervised way is TF-IDF

(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency), a measure of

relative frequency of a keyword candidate, and its variants

[30], [31]. Though a substantial research has been done on

extracting keywords, these techniques were applied either on

documents or news articles that are well-phrased. For lecture

videos, we are utilizing the text extracted from video frames

using OCR, and the output given by OCR does not follow the

standard structure of the text documents. These approaches do

not suffice for educational video lectures as the domain is not

fixed and data is mostly in slide format where duration, fonts,

and positional information play a vital role.

Recent research has focused on methods for efficient ac-

cess to educational videos with automatic identification of

keywords from videos or their segments [7], [8], [32], [33].

These approaches are based on extracting keywords from the

audio transcripts of video lectures. Our experience in a related

project indicates that screen text is likely to be a better guide to

keywords than a speech transcript [3]. Possible reasons are the

colloquial nature of a classroom interaction as well as errors

in ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) transcripts due to a

variety of factors like accents, technical vocabulary, and poor

recording quality.

This paper builds on a heuristic approach to extracting

keywords developed in [9]. The main factors in keyword

prediction that we employ, including frequency, font size,

and duration of N-grams, were introduced in this work. This

paper introduces a rigorous statistical analysis to analyze the

significance of different parameters, in contrast to a heuristic

approach. Finally, this paper employs binary logistic regression

[34], [35] to infer the relationship between a set of predictors

and a binary response variable.

III. PREDICTOR VARIABLES

In this Section, we list the factors that, in our experience,

are the most likely potential predictors of a word or a phrase

to be a keyword. We will refer to every potential keyword

as an N-gram, which is simply a phrase with N consecutive

words.

Frequency: Clearly, the frequency of occurrence of an N-gram

is a potential predictor. Additionally, the relative frequency of

a keyword in a specific segment of a lecture video is also

potentially relevant. For illustration, in a course on computer

networks, the word “network” is likely to occur often through-

out. However, it is unlikely to be an interesting keyword for

a particular segment. We consider two specific factors:

• Term frequency(TF): The number of times an N-gram

occurs in a segment.

• TF-IDF: where

IDF = log(TotalSegments/NgramSegments)

where TotalSegments is the total number of segments

in a lecture video and NgramSegments is the number

of segments where the relevant N-gram occurs.

Font size: Text can occur in varying font sizes on lecture video

slides. We hypothesize that font size impacts the likelihood of

an N-gram being a keyword. This work considers:

• Average font size: To evaluate if the text in larger fonts

is more likely to be among the keywords.

• Maximum font size: Content of slide titles, typically in

the largest font, may be more likely to include keywords.

Hence, maximum font size may have a predictive value

independent of the average font size.

For the analysis in this paper, font size value is squared and

then normalized. The squaring is motivated by the fact that

fonts typically vary in a small range in a document, and

squared value may be a better indicator of the impact of a

larger font in a document.

Time on screen: The amount of time for which text is

displayed in a video segment is another consideration. The

hypothesis is that the longer an N-gram is displayed, the

more likely it is to be a keyword.

External corpus: This study explores if the presence of text

in the following external corpora is a factor in its likelihood

of being among keywords.

• Domain dictionary: Important keywords often have a

unique meaning or relevance in a scientific domain. For

example, the term solution may be worthy of additional

consideration in a chemistry lecture.

• English dictionary: Most, but not all, words in a lecture

video segment are part of the English dictionary. The

reasons range from the use of proper nouns, acronyms,

and spelling errors in text, or in text extraction.

If any component of an N-gram is in a dictionary, the entire

N-gram is considered to be a part of that dictionary.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The objective of the research presented in this paper is to

measure the predictive value of screen text features listed in
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Section III for automatic keyword extraction. Text is extracted

from lecture video frames with OCR; specifically MODI

(Microsoft Office Document Imaging) tool set was employed.

This is followed by pre-processing of this raw input. Logistical

regression analysis is then conducted to derive the relationship

between the variables and the available ground truth keywords

from human experts. The key steps are explained in this

Section.

A. Text preprocessing

The text extracted by OCR contains noise and errors. The

text contains a large number of common words called stop

words. Also, the same root typically occurs in multiple words,

such as “network”, “networking”, and “networks”. An analysis

that relates frequency to importance often provides nonsensical

results without consideration of these factors. Hence, a number

of steps including stemming and stop word removal were taken

as pre-processing steps to prepare input for keyword analysis.

This is common in text analysis. We briefly discuss these pre-

processing steps as they are central to meaningful regression

analysis. More details are available in [6].

The input to keyword prediction analysis consists of all

words identified by OCR on the lecture video frames in the

relevant video segment, along with their font size, location

on the screen, and duration on the screen. This raw input is

processed to generate a set of valid N-grams. Only 1-gram,

2-gram, and 3-grams are considered as virtually all ground

truth keywords provided by users consisted of 1 to 3 words.

Following is a summary of the key pre-processing steps.

• Removal of background text: Most lecture videos have

some fixed screen content that is not relevant to the topic

of discussion. Examples include a course title, the name

of an organization, or the taskbar of software in use. An

algorithm was employed to eliminate such “background”

text.

• Error correction: The text discovered with OCR from

video frames often contains errors. An automated context-

based error correction was applied using Google Spell
Check API; an approach suggested in [36].

• Generation of valid N-grams: Discovering N-grams from

OCR extracted slide text poses some unique challenges

as i) OCR scans an image left to right and top to bot-

tom and does not guarantee contextual relation between

consecutive words, and ii) content on slides usually does

not include proper sentences as it lacks punctuation and

sentence boundaries. Any N-gram that can be constructed

from consecutive words is validated with the Phrase
Finder API.

• Stop word removal: Stop words are frequently occurring

and trivial words which help frame sentences but do not

represent meaningful content. Examples of stop words

are: “a”, “and”, “at”, “the”, “it”, “with”, “what”, and

“how”. The list of stop words is obtained from an external

source [37]. Stop words are not removed if they are part

of a valid N-gram, such as “cost of living”.

• Stemming: A stem or root is the part of a word retained

after removing its suffixes and prefixes. The stemming

process groups all versions of the inflected word to a

canonical form. For instance, nouns ‘Computer’, ‘Com-

puters’, and ‘Computing’ are all associated with the stem

‘Compute’. This work applied the Snowball stemmer

[38]. The stemming process proceeds as follows: i) All

occurrences of words are replaced by their stems, and ii)

occurrence of each N-gram in the original text is replaced

by the most commonly occurring N-gram with a matching

stem.

B. Ground truth

This paper uses the ground truth keywords collected by

surveying instructors and students familiar with the content of

the corresponding lecture videos [9]. Here we briefly describe

the nature of the ground truth to provide a context for the

research presented in this paper.

Ground truth was available for 121 video segments. The

subject areas, in decreasing order of the number of selected

segments, are Biology, Computer Science and Chemistry. 16

students and instructors in the relevant subject areas partici-

pated in the survey. Keywords were provided by one survey

participant for 22 segments, 2 participants for 80 segments,

and 3 or more participants for the remaining 19 segments.

C. Logistic regression analysis

The objective of the analysis in this work is to measure

the importance of different factors in predicting keywords

for lecture videos. After reviewing the data and information

available to us, we selected binary logistic regression analysis

[34], [35] as the most suitable for this problem. We developed

a binary logistic regression model with variables listed in

Section III as predictor variables, and ground truth, consisting

of N-grams labeled as keywords or not keywords, as the

response variable. Our primary goal is quantifying the role

of the predictor variables with logistic regression in a manner

discussed in [10]. The standardized coefficients resulting from

this analysis reflect the strength of the association between

the corresponding predictor variable and the outcome. The re-

search questions we address are i) How relevant is a particular

variable in predicting if an N-gram is a keyword based on the

ground truth, and ii) whether the association between each

variable and the ground truth is statistically significant. For

our analysis, we have used Minitab software [39].

V. RESULTS

We present a set of results obtained with a linear logistic

regression model that capture the relationship between the

potential predictor variables listed in Section III and the

likelihood of the corresponding N-gram being a keyword,

which is the outcome variable.

We observe from Table I that term frequency, screen time,

maximum font size, presence in domain dictionary and pres-

ence in English dictionary have a significant positive relation-

ship with the outcome, based on the coefficients. They are all
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statistically significant based on the p-values. The model has

a AUC (Area under the ROC Curve) value of 0.79 implying a

79% chance that the model will be able to distinguish between

keywords and non-keywords.

Term Coefficient p-value
Term frequency 0.5131 0
Screen time 0.3335 0
Average font size 0.0125 0.852
Maximum font size 0.5568 0
Domain dictionary 0.5422 0
English dictionary 0.2237 0

TABLE I: Relationship between the set of predictors and the

likelihood of an N-gram being a keyword

For a more compact model, we remove average font size

from consideration as it was found to have no meaningful

relationship. This results in Table II that has modestly changed

coefficients. The AUC value for this compact model was nearly

identical to that of the original model.

Term Coefficient p-value
Term frequency 0.5129 0
Screen time 0.3341 0
Maximum font size 0.5672 0
Domain dictionary 0.5417 0
English dictionary 0.2237 0

TABLE II: Compact predictor variable relationships

Impact of Inverse Document Frequency: It is common in

information retrieval systems to employ TF-IDF, that is, the

product of term frequency and inverse document frequency,

as a predictor variable. Logistic regression results with term

frequency replaced by TF-IDF are presented in Table III.

Term Coefficient p-value
TF-IDF 0.3301 0
Screen time 0.3752 0
Maximum font size 0.6051 0
Domain dictionary 0.5317 0
English dictionary 0.1999 0

TABLE III: Analysis with TF-IDF in place of Term Frequency

Comparing Table II with Table III, the key observation is

that TF-IDF has a weaker relationship with the outcome than

simple term frequency.
Analysis for Unigrams: In our analysis a keyword can be a

unigram, 2-gram or a 3-gram. In order to form meaningful N-

grams from the unstructured text on the screen, a number of

heuristic measures were taken, which may impact this analysis.

To gain more insight, we conducted an analysis only with

unigrams, with the result presented in Table IV.

Term Coefficient p-value
Term frequency 0.6041 0
Screen time 0.1291 0.026
Maximum font size 0.6073 0
Domain dictionary 0.4841 0
English dictionary 0.2688 0

TABLE IV: Analysis limited to unigrams

Table IV shows that the relationships are significantly

different for unigrams, with the most striking difference being

a much reduced degree of positive relationship for screen time.

For this model the AUC value increased to 0.81 indicating

better prediction performance for unigrams.

Analysis for Specific Domains: The lecture video analyzed in

this research span multiple STEM fields with the largest set

from Biology followed by Computer Science. In order to gain

an understanding whether the relationships of predictor vari-

ables may be different for different domains, we analyzed the

lecture video segments from Biology and Computer Science.

The results are presented in Figure V and VI.

Term Coefficient p-value
Term frequency 0.5866 0
Screen time 0.4386 0
Maximum font size 0.6262 0
Domain dictionary 0.4802 0
English dictionary 0.1802 0.002

TABLE V: Analysis with Biology lecture videos

Term Coefficient p-value
Term frequency 0.717 0
Screen time 0.515 0
Maximum font size 0.215 0.033
Domain dictionary 0.566 0
English dictionary 0.267 0.018

TABLE VI: Analysis with Computer Science lecture videos

We observe substantial differences, most notably that maxi-

mum font size was a much more important keyword predictor

for Biology lectures, while term frequency was much more

relevant in Computer Science.

We now list some of the more interesting observations with

possible explanations:

1) Maximum font size was a strong keyword predictor,

while the average font size was not significant. We

speculate that the reason is that the maximum font size

is much more strongly correlated with being in a title

than the average font size. And being in a title/header

is the true feature that impacts the likelihood of being a

keyword.

2) The raw frequency count is a significantly better predic-

tor than TF-IDF for lecture videos. A possible reason

is that the IDF was calculated across segments of a

single lecture which is a short span. It is possible that

computing IDF across all videos in a course may be

more valuable.

3) Presence in English dictionary is a weak predictor.

We hypothesize that some context specific non-English

words may be keywords among the relatively few words

that are not in the dictionary.

4) Significant differences between the two fields that are the

main sources of video segments indicate that it may be

important to build different models for different fields.
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VI. LIMITATIONS

This is an exploratory study that is limited in a number of

ways.

• Limited ground truth: The ground truth data size is

limited to 121 segments in different STEM areas. While

we believe this is sufficient to draw a basic understanding,

the results are likely to change with a larger body of

ground truth. In particular, the relationship of the subject

area to the importance of various parameters is not well

understood.

• Set of parameters: The potential predictor parameters

were selected based on our experience and the ease of

measuring and including them in the analysis. Several

factors were not included, such as i) text color, ii) text

boldfacing or italicizing, and iii) location of text on the

screen. It is plausible that these factors also are important

for keyword analysis.

• No sentence structure: The analysis is limited to the set

of words and does not include sentence structure.

• No consideration of transcripts: The analysis presented

only considers screen text.

• Alternate analysis methods: Binary logistic regression

analysis was selected as the most suited for this problem

based on our experience, and informal analysis of the

available data. However, it is plausible that an alternate

analysis method might provide better results.

We plan to address some of these issues in ongoing and

future work.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Identifying keywords in a text document is a challenging

task that is complicated further when the text is obtained

from frames in a lecture video. This paper builds a foundation

for automatic keyword generation systems for lecture videos

by quantifying the predictive power of various features of

screen text from lecture videos. Results indicate that maximum

font size and presence in domain dictionaries are the most

important features in predicting keywords.

Future work will address some of the limitations discussed.

In particular, we plan to include a larger body of ground

truth and explore other properties like text color and text

boldfacing. We plan to use speech text and screen text jointly

for improved keyword identification as both contain useful

information about lecture content. We also plan to incorporate

these findings towards building an accurate lecture video

keyword prediction system and evaluate it in a real-world

lecture video portal.
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